Let’s Draw: Detecting and Measuring Parkinson’s Disease on Smartphones
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ABSTRACT
Spiral drawing has been utilized for years as a clinical tool to observe tremors and other abnormal movements in the assessment of different movement disorders. Specifically, in Parkinson’s Disease (PD), patients’ motor functionalities are measured by various tests, and spiral drawing is one of the proven techniques for assessing the severity of PD motor symptoms. Traditionally, this test is performed on pen and paper, and visually assessed by a clinician. There have been successful efforts for digitizing this test on tablets. Here, we describe a smartphone-based digitized version of the spiral drawing test. Moreover, we introduce a square-shaped drawing to solve an identified challenge of a smaller screen estate: finger occlusion while drawing. Both approaches are evaluated with 8 Parkinson’s Disease patients and 6 age-matching control participants. Based on earlier studies and our data, we select suitable motion parameters for quantifying the task. Our results show an observable, statistically difference in performance between users with Parkinson’s Disease and the control group in drawing accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION
Spiral drawing is a commonly used assessment of different movement disorders, but the drawing performance is rarely quantified in practice [10, 21]. Spiral drawings are usually only visually inspected by clinicians during a patient’s visit as they are conducted in pen and paper. Whereas human handwriting has small breaks, a spiral drawing task requires a continuous movement, and thus they are useful for catching abnormal movements of dystonia, hypokinesia, and tremor [1]. Spiral drawing assessment is useful in tremor evaluation and detection, capturing the frequency, amplitude, and direction of the tremor, and it can be used to distinguish the type of tremor [1]. Tremor can be caused by different conditions, such as Parkinson’s Disease (PD), essential tremor, or drug-induced tremor [11]. It has been shown that the spiral drawing time can be used as an objective assessment of upper limb bradykinesia [2]. Spiral drawing can be used also as a general measure for motorics, older age is related to worse performance in spiral drawing on all measures of fine motor skill [12].

There exist attempts for easing and fastening the analysis of the hand-drawn spiral digitally [18], conducting and analyzing the spiral drawing either with a tablet [24, 25, 21], and smartphones [9, 23]. Besides spirals, such as lines and circles [6, 25, 14] have been used in PD symptom evaluation. Louis et al. [18] used spiral drawing in measuring dyskinesia before and after levodopa-medication. Other studies quantified the spiral drawing [6, 23, 21], distinguished PD patients from healthy individuals [25, 9, 14] or between PD tremor from essential tremor [23], supplemented and correlated symptoms to UPDRS (Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale [7]) scores.

In this paper, we extend an existing open toolkit for PD symptom assessment called STOP [15, 13] by contributing a smartphone-based drawing tool for measuring input anomalies and quantifying the progression of PD. We also extend the preliminary analysis in [16]. Earlier studies show that spiral drawing can capture tremor, bradykinesia and dyskinesia, and the effect of medication on tablets. Smartphones are the desired option over tablets, mainly due to its portability and the recent proliferation of smartphones, including among older adults [3] who represent the largest age-group affected by PD. According to [4, 5, 8] observations, the severity of PD tremor often diminishes during a goal-oriented voluntary movement. Also based on participants’ feedback in [15], this effect might cause tremor to become less evident when a patient is holding a pen. Thus, we rely on one’s finger for drawing instead of a stylus to minimize this effect.
The standard spiral drawing task on a smartphone screen presents a usability challenge. The target drawing line can become occluded by the user’s own finger, unable to see the target curve being drawn. Therefore, for this work, we additionally developed a novel square drawing task to validate.

Different shapes were previously evaluated: stars, crosses, and circles [6, 25, 14]; and mental stress such as counting backward, typically increases the tremor amplitude [4, 22]. The square drawing is familiar (i.e., minimizing the effect of finger occlusion) yet allows monitoring four motions juxtaposing hand and finger coordination while requiring the user’s attention (i.e., increasing the mental stress). It requires a different mode of motor control due to discrete movements compared to the continuous movement in spiral drawing [26], providing variability to the symptoms’ measurements. Based on earlier user experiences with STOP [15], conducting the same task over time feels monotonous, we will add other tasks such as connecting the dots following a sequence to keep the tool engaging.

Our main contributions in this paper are as follow:

1. We revisit previous spiral quantification methods on tablets [21, 24, 27, 19] and introduce them in a smartphone-based solution;
2. We introduce a square-based drawing test, to solve the finger occlusion challenge with spiral drawings for PD;
3. We evaluate our tool with PD patients vs a NonPD age-matched healthy control;
4. We provide design insight and implications based on the different metrics used to distinguish between PD and NonPD groups and evaluation feedback.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Rationale

Earlier work investigated which parameters or metrics are useful in assessing spiral drawings. Pullman et al. [21] explored a series of benchmarks for spiral quantification. They calculate "smoothness" (i.e., how close the linear transform remains to its mean), "tightness" (i.e., how many turns of the spirals are drawn over its total angular change within a 10-cm square), and "zero-crossing" (i.e., how frequently the linear transform crosses its mean, spiral irregularity). Also, they calculate the "degree of severity," utilizing these parameters, and use drawing speed and pressure. Saunders-Pullman et al. [24] later utilized this technique when studying the spiral drawing performance correlation with UPDRS scores.

Surangsrirat and Thanawattano [27] report that the average and maximum radial error, and crossing rate from the spiral and octagon spiral drawing tasks are ranked higher in PD than their control group. Besides, the average time was significantly longer in PD patients group compared to healthy controls. Unfortunately, it remains unknown the participants’ age groups and the number of participants. Memedi et al. [19] calculated the mean drawing speed with Entropy Approximation (also known as ApEn function), skewness of the drawing speed, the radial and angular velocity with Entropy Approximation, and the total asymmetry (counted from the maximum radiuses of drawing in x- and y-plane), and used Principal Component Analysis for feature extraction for classification.

The ApEn function is a measure quantifying the similarity between a chosen window of time series and the next set of windows of the same duration. The approximation requires a regular sampling rate, and to use it. We would have to interpolate our time series data, unavoidably reducing the data entropy. Instead, we use the varying data sampling rate as a measure.

Based on previous studies, we use the following metrics for quantifying spiral analysis:

1. Drawing speed and total time
2. Drawing accuracy (error)
3. Crossing rate (as percentage)
4. Radial and angular velocity
5. Drawing sampling rate and gaps

The parameters 1-4 are used in earlier studies [21, 24, 27, 19], and 5th is introduced by us. We are not able to measure the finger pressure on an Android smartphone. A device with an external stylus (e.g., Samsung Galaxy Note series) is exploited in measuring the stylus point of pressure by earlier studies [24, 21, 27]. For the square analysis, we use a subset of metrics (as 4th does not apply): drawing speed and total time, drawing accuracy, crossing rate and drawing sampling and gaps.

Experimental Apparatus

We created an Android application with two drawing tasks, one for a spiral and another for a square drawing [16]. Instructions on how to draw the symbol is shown for the user as a picture: the spiral is drawn starting from the center outwards; for the square, the user starts at the bottom left (Figure 1). After the drawing task completes, the application provides drawing performance information such as accuracy and the elapsed time, but this is not shown for the participants in the experiment.

Design and Sampling of Drawing Tasks

Traditionally, a PD patient draws a spiral with a pencil on a blank paper or in between the successive guidelines of a printed template with a spiral outline. In our tool, to facilitate line drawing error calculations, we bring a model of a spiral to the screen and ask the user to follow the line starting from the center and then outwards. We monitor the position of the finger on the screen, with the maximum frequency allowed by the smartphone screen sensor, and measure the distance to the template. The Archimedean spiral is represented with polar coordinates as

$$ r = a + b\theta, $$

where $r$ is radius, $a$ is a parameter turning the spiral, and $b$ is the distance between successive turnings [27]. We utilize this for calculating the point $(x,y)$ in the template spiral:
\[ x = r \cos \theta + x_0, \]
\[ y = r \sin \theta + y_0, \]

where \((x_0, y_0)\) are the coordinates of the center of the template spiral [27].

In our application, we incrementally increase the \(\theta\) from 0 to \(4\pi\), calculate the coordinates for the template spiral with two loops, and combine the points with a line. For each dot \((x_i, y_i)\) in user drawing, we calculate the radius, in other words the distance from the center, of the template spiral:

\[ r_i = \sqrt{(y_i - y_0)^2 + (x_i - x_0)^2}. \]

We can also calculate the angle [27]:

\[ \theta_i = \arctan\left(\frac{y_i - y_0}{x_i - x_0}\right). \]

As \(\arctan\) gives values only between 0 and \(\pi\), we need to keep track on the loops of the spiral, and increase the \(\theta_i\) accordingly. The angle is used in finding the closest dot in the template spiral:

\[ r_t = a + b\theta_i, \]

and counting the radial error, similarly as in [27], in each point as:

\[ e_i = r_i - r_t. \]

We sum the absolute values of the errors, and calculate the average error of the drawing as follow:

\[ \text{err}_{av} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |e_i|. \]

Similarly, we show the outline for the square and ask the user to follow the line. The error calculation for drawing the square is the Euclidean distance to the nearest point in the template square. The screen is divided into areas, as in Fig. 2. For the dots in area 1, the error is distance to the template square corner. From the 2\(^{nd}\) and 5\(^{th}\) areas, the error is calculated as a distance from template in \(y\)-plane, and 3\(^{rd}\) and 4\(^{th}\) areas in \(x\)-plane.

After performing the drawing task, we report to the user the elapsed time, the maximum and average error, with the standard deviation in screen pixel units. Figure 1 exemplifies the task flow presented to the user.

**Participants and protocol**

We recruited our 14 participants from a local Parkinson’s Association meeting. The study protocol was introduced and all participants signed a consent form agreeing with the data collection and analysis. According to the local Finnish ethics guidelines [20], formal ethical review is not required as there was no foreseeable harm in participation on a drawing task. Before drawing, we asked the participants to fill in a brief paper questionnaire, where we asked their age, if they had PD, the elapsed time since official PD diagnosis, whether they had any other condition affecting their hands’ motor skills, and also information concerning their experience with touch screen smartphones.

In total, we recruited 8 participants with PD (4 males, 4 females), and 6 controls without PD (2 males, 4 females) with...
matching age groups ($M_{PD} = 71.5$, $M_{NonPD} = 72.3$ years of age, $SD_{PD}=7.0$, $SD_{NonPD}=5.3$ ). Henceforth these groups are denoted as PD and NonPD.

For our participants, time since PD diagnosis varied between 1-22 years, with an average of 8 years. In the NonPD group, no one reported any condition affecting hands’ motor capabilities. We asked if they had conducted a spiral drawing task before, either on paper or digitally. Only one participant (with PD) had earlier experience of spiral drawing tasks. Two PD participants didn’t own a touch screen device. All participants were right-handed and used their right hand for drawing.

All participants conducted both drawing tasks (first spiral and then square) three times. All tasks were conducted with the same device provided by us: LGE Nexus 5 (Android 6.0, touchscreen sampling rate of 60 Hz) to avoid potential device bias. To debrief, we inquired which hand they use for drawing and whether they are left/right-handed, and asked for their feedback on the drawing tasks. As a reward, we gave the participants a small gift (value 2 €).

We collected the tasks’ drawing data as timestamped touch coordinates, and the final drawing screen captures. In total, we captured 24 spirals and 24 squares drawings from participants with PD, and 18 spirals and 18 squares from NonPD, a total of 84 illustrations. We had to exclude three spirals from the data analysis. Participant NONPD1 continued drawing several loops in his first drawing, after which we instructed him when to stop drawing. Participant PD5’s touched the screen accidentally with another finger when drawing, causing unintended lines and a high error rate. Participant PD7 drew one extra loop at the beginning of the drawing, and since the error calculation matches the path according to the cumulative angle, it caused a high error rate.

**EVALUATION**

During the study, we conducted a brief informal interview with the participants. When asked which PD symptoms affect the hands’ motor capabilities, five out of eight reported tremor. Also, stiffness, weakness, sudden movements, and dyskinesia were mentioned. One PD participant told that non-PD related injuries affect as well, in addition to the PD symptoms. We collected users’ feedback after the task using an open-ended question: “What are your thoughts regarding this task? Any feedback? If you have performed spiral drawings before, how was this task compared to that?” Generally, the feedback from PD participants was positive. Half described the tasks as “easy”, with one instance of “exciting” and “interesting” or that they went “well”. Surprisingly, none of the NonPD described the drawing tasks as easy. One referred to them as “surprisingly hard” and another as “challenging”. The main rationale was that the touch screen was sensitive, causing errors in the drawings and requiring focusing. Nonetheless, two NonPD participants thought they were “interesting”.

1) **Drawing speed and total time**

We instructed the participants to follow the line on the screen, without mentioning anything about the time. In each turn, no results are shown to them. Surprisingly, we found no statistical difference between the groups in terms of the total time to draw the spiral and the square, or the average speed (measured in pixels/millisecond, counted by dividing the drawn line length with the total drawing time), confirmed by a Wilcoxon rank-sum test. See Tables 1 and 2. Further investigating the changes in speed (i.e., standard deviation of the drawing speeds, see Fig. 3), we saw that NonPD group has bigger variation in the speed, but again, no statistically significant (Wilcoxon rank-sum test).

2) **Drawing accuracy (error)**

Overlaying all the spiral and square drawings per group (Figure 4) with PD on the left and NonPD on the right, we can observe a clear difference in line following adherence.

We find that, on average, NonPD group is 32% and 24% more accurate on spiral and square drawings, respectively. The differences between groups in drawing error (Table 3) is statistically significant, and also are the differences between each drawing’s maximum error (Table 4), both confirmed by Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

With the spiral drawings, the amount of error in following the template line is denoted as the red straight line in Figure 5.
Given the sensitivity and drawing sampling rate of a touch screen, NonPD deviate slightly from such a linear relationship (right), but not as much as the PD group (left).

### 3) Crossing rate

The crossing rate of a drawing is the number of occurrences where a drawing line crosses the template line, divided by the total number of drawn dots, see Tables 5 and 6. In spiral drawing, the average of the crossing rate was bigger in NonPD group, $M_{PD} = 1.86\%$, $M_{NonPD} = 2.65\%$, the difference is statistically significant, proven by Wilcoxon rank-sum test. In the square drawing, the average of crossing rate was slightly larger in PD group $M_{PD} = 1.98\%$, $M_{NonPD} = 1.80\%$, but not statistically significantly. These results suggests that a spiral drawing task, is more likely to capture intersections between the template line and the drawn lines.

### 4) Radial and angular velocity

We find that the radial and angular velocity of the spiral drawings are, on average, different between groups (radial velocity: $M_{PD} = 0.080 \text{ pixels/ms}$, $M_{NonPD} = 0.096 \text{ pixels/ms}$, angular velocity: $M_{PD} = 0.003 \text{ radians/ms}$, $M_{NonPD} = 0.004 \text{ radians/ms}$).
5) Drawing sampling and gaps
Parkinson’s Disease tremor can affect the motor capabilities of the hand, causing the finger to “jump” on the screen. PD, 16% of spirals and 16% of square drawings had gaps (break in the line) when NonPD had 0% and 11%, respectively. Further observing the NonPD, as well as PD data, we found that some participants would lift their finger upon reaching the square’s corners, while the spiral encouraged a continuous line (Figure 7).

We also found that the drawing sampling rate is not constant during each drawing loop. A normal drawing sampling interval is 16.5ms in our device. Thus, we identified abnormal sampling intervals (sampling interval less than 16.5ms or above 17ms). We found more abnormal occurrences in the PD group in spiral drawing: \( M_{PD} = 2.10\% \), \( M_{NonPD} = 1.12\% \), but the opposite for the square drawing: \( M_{PD} = 2.10\% \), \( M_{NonPD} = 3.33\% \), but not statistically significant differences (Wilcoxon rank-sum test).

As expected, the drawing sampling abnormalities vary per participant, see Tables 3.4, 8. On the intake questionnaire, PD participants PD1, PD3, PD4, PD5, and PD6 reported tremor when asked the symptoms affecting to hand’s motronics. PD6 mentioned stiffness, and PD5 and PD9 dyskinesia (i.e., sudden movements). With the visual observation during the drawing we saw that participant PD5 had strong upper limb tremor. PD5 also had high abnormal sampling rate (spiral 6.23% average, square 5.44% average).

### DISCUSSION
Our evaluation validates the feasibility for conducting drawing tasks with a smartphone and without stylus for measuring PD symptoms. We are contributing the drawing tasks to be a part of a broader set of tools for longitudinal PD symptom assessment. The toolkit already has mechanisms for medication logging, measuring the motor symptoms (mainly tremor) with a ball-balancing game, and reporting the daily self-evaluated symptom level [15]. With this combination of tools, we can further assess the medication effectiveness and track the PD progression more regularly.

Similar to reported findings in previous studies using exclusively spiral drawings [24, 25, 6, 21, 23], we discovered a difference between the PD group and with the age-matching NonPD control group in the drawing accuracy (i.e., error rate and maximum error). In general, the NonPD group was 32% and 24% more accurate in spiral and square drawings, respectively, with a statistically significant difference. We did not find a statistically significant difference in drawing speeds between PD and NonPD groups, even though this was evident.
in previous work [27]. This could simply be because we are using a smaller screen size with less drawing estate. In turn, our tasks were shorter in time.

Digitizing the spiral drawings is not novel, however, we do not require a stylus nor a tablet to perform the assessment. Here, not relying on a stylus, a foreseeable limitation of such drawing is the occlusion of someone’s finger over a line. To address such a challenge, we created a new kind of drawing, a square. We chose a square based on the work with straight lines in [6, 25, 14]. A square allows for four instances of a straight line to occur, thus providing a different mode of control. Being a set of straight lines, a square also allows the user to anticipate the trajectory that is expected to be followed by his finger, thus mitigating the finger occlusion limitation that exists with the digital spiral.

In the analysis the crossing rate of NonPD vs PD drawings we find that the difference between PD and NonPD groups were statistically significant for both drawings. Even though the crossing rate of spiral drawing is higher for NonPD, the average error is lower. Hence, the drawings were more compliant to the template, touching the template line more often. On the other hand, the crossing rate in the square drawings is higher for PD, with a higher average error. In other words, NonPD has drawn closer to the template, with straighter lines resulting in fewer line crossings.

In addition, the spiral drawing in a smartphone screen is small if compared with its presentation on a tablet display, which makes it challenging to compare our results with previous deployments and evaluations. Nonetheless, we learned a few design implications along the way. For the drawing accuracy, PD5 had problems with extra finger hitting the screen surface. Being a smaller device to hold, the extra finger causes sharp lines in opposite directions than the drawing finger. Some participants lifted their drawing finger in the middle of task. In the spiral drawing, our algorithm detects when we need to add π to the angle due to polar coordinates based on the difference in the angle between successive points. If the finger has been lifted, we might add π erroneously causing inaccuracy to calculations.

The participants lifted their finger more while doing the square drawing, as some participants drew in sections at a time. PD9 drew the bottom line twice, and he did a correction closer to the original line (see the rightmost square in the upper row in Fig. 7). The drawing accuracy of a square matches the drawn line linearly to the closest point in the template, accounting all drawn lines for a valid accuracy calculation.

One could argue one way to mitigate the finger lifting issue would be to reset the task when it occurs. However, this might make the task more difficult to complete: 12% (10/84) of the drawings contained a break; 17% (8/48) of the PD group’s drawings had breaks, while only 5% (2/36) of the NonPD group had these issues. Based on our in-situ observations, the tremor affects the motor capabilities of the hand, causing the finger “jumping” in the screen. Resetting the task would likely not be optimal for user experience. Instead, if the participant doesn’t draw the whole figure, the missing section should be accounted for as an error. Hence, we must reduce the score accordingly if there are missing parts in the drawing. This approach shall be validated in further studies.

All our participants were experienced adults (M_{PD}=71.5, M_{NonPD}=72.3 years of age, SD_{PD}=7.0, SD_{NonPD}=5.3). Our experiments also demonstrate the age effects on fine motor skills for both clinical scores and quantitative spiral-drawing measures, which had already been shown by Hoodendam et al. [12], where his study demonstrated that older age is related to worse fine motor skills by quantitative measures of the Archimedes spiral-drawing test. The age-related motorics weakening may have hidden the PD related symptoms in our study, thus we find a need to extend our tool in the future to assess a baseline for motoric skills to monitor the progression of PD based on individual motoric skills as a starting point.

**Future work**

Our study shows, that PD and NonPD groups differ in performance, hence PD symptoms affect one’s drawing ability. Our target is to provide a tool for daily PD symptom tracking, but it remains unclear if the drawing tasks we created for a smartphone can be used to measuring the variation of the symptoms and the medication effectiveness, and which symptoms affect the drawing performance in the wild. Our next step is to continue our work with clinicians and explore which symptoms are more likely identified and captured from the drawing tasks. We will combine the drawing data to the data collected by an existing set of tools [17, 13]. The drawing results can then be compared to the ball-balancing game performance metrics, and these combined with the medication logging so we can estimate the medication effectiveness and lasting effect for informed PD treatments.

**Limitations**

Our study is conducted with a small sample size (14 participants), and thus we can only report what we observed within this sample. The amount of data is limited to the controlled experiment we conducted at the Parkinson’s Association, but we plan to deploy our toolkit on the Play Store to significantly increase the participants’ pool in the future. The age-related motorics weakening may have hidden the PD related symptoms in our study. Nonetheless, our results are indicative that it possible to capture and distinguish between PD and NonPD individuals by means of simple drawing tasks, as we detect statistically significant difference between the groups in various drawing metrics. However, we still need to study if the drawing tasks can be used in the measurement of daily symptom level variation.

**CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we present means for quantifying symptoms of Parkinson’s disease through a mobile solution that does not require a stylus to work. The work is motivated by the proliferation of the smartphone and its emergence as a handy tool for diagnosing and measuring various health conditions. Not a lot of prior work focuses on PD, specifically. Accessible on an off-the-shelf smartphone, our work allows PD patients to perform the spiral assessment frequently, on a daily or weekly basis, and more importantly, remotely. Our work contributes...
toward a compelling future vision where the measurement data from a rich array of simple-to-use measurement applications on mobile phone are made available to the clinicians of people suffering from PD, thus allowing for informed decisions especially concerning the progress and efficiency of PD medication and any ongoing treatments.
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